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Introduction: 

Thank you, Chai111iai-i !Waxma11 and Mr. Davis. for the opportuiiity to testify 
before you today. \ily name is Frank E. Young; M.D.. Ph.D. I served as Commissioner 
of the FDA froin July 7, 1984 to Decciliber 12, 1989 and remained in the Department of 
Health and Human Services serving as Deputy Assista~it Secretary for Health, Science 
and Environment (1959-1 993) and as Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness 
and the National Disaster Medical System with concurrent responsibility for Emergency 
Support Function (ESF 8) under FEMA's Emergency Response Plan froin 1993-1996 
and representative of DHHS on the Council of Deputies of t'he National Security Council 
(1993-1996). My testimony is based or1 I2 years of government service. I appreciate the 
opportiinity to discuss the future of FDA. an agency that is vital to the well being of our 
citizens. 

FDA has long enjoyed a reputation as one of the most important, trustworthy, and 
effective regxlatory agencies in the United States. Indeed, FDA is heralded as the gold 
standard among public health regulatory bodies around the world. Regrettably, the 
agency's reputation is suffering as FDA's recent performance has been coinprotnised by: 
neglect due to short tenn Commissioners; a work load that greatly outstrips its resources; 
accelerating technological challenges coupled with insufficient resonrces to remain at the 
"ibrefront of the science it regulates; a crush of imported goods with an insufficient 
number of enforcement personnel; and an ever increasing degree of political influence in 
what should be a scientifically based agency. FDA is wounded! The agency requires 
inore than a bandage of additional resources as important as they are! It needs, in ijct the 
public sl~ould de~nand; a careful diagnosis and appropriate therapy that is both for 
the many outstanding professionals in the agency and ihose in the global community that 
depend on it and effective in restoring it to its previous healthy state. Only a robust FDA 
can assure the safety and effectiveness ofnew drugs and bioiogics, the safety and utility 
of new devices, the proper registratioii of cosmetics: ensure the safety of our food supply 
and prepare for the impact of the genoinic revolution on new hods. Recently, the animal 
health of our pets has been threatened by contamination of the pet food that our 
consumers bought in good conscience. This flaw illustrates of particular importance is 
the effective regulation of imported products, as we exist in ail ever growing global 
economy. Our public needs a uniform safety standard for imported and domestic 
products. Sufficient resources are required for both FDA inspectors and FDA regional 
labs that support them. 

I congratulate the committee for holding this hearing aimed at remedying the 
current debiiitaied state of :he agency. Here are a number of observations to facilitate 
your diagnosis. These u.iil be fo!!o\ved by some recoinmendations fbr treatment. 

1. Letrdershfr, FD.4 has had substa2tiai pef7-ods of time under the leadership of acting 
. . 

cornmissloners and short rern commissioners. The agency is partially paralyzed by this 
revolving door syndrornc, Strong and sustained stable leadership is required to gain the 
bust of the agency and the nation. Accurciii~glp: it is recommended that the 
commissioner appitnred fir a 6 y c u  t c i~ : i  su'qjci;i to i.crnoial o l ~ i ~  fcjiir ;r;alf&sanci: 
.r - --"c ;, lol1 piui csb;ona' i ".."-.':A- 1 1 1 1 1 3 V I U I .  



2. Commissioner Recruitment: Ail commissioners afer  my tenure have been Senate 
confirmed. The past practice of suggesting candidates to the Secretary through a search 
committee composed of health professionals famiiiar with the fuilctions of the agency has 
been abaildoiied. It is recomrne~lded that the process he less political and that the 
Coininissioner have expertise in some of the areas regulated by FDA. More 
indepeildeilce from both Administration and Congressional political agendas is required 
to ensure that the public health needs that are critical to the well-being of the nation are 
met based on science. For example, Secretary Heckler recruited me to address the 
biotechnology revolution. LMy background was in rDNA and, before joining FDA: I had 
attended the Asilomar meetirlg and was a charter member of the NIH Recornhii~ant DNA 
Committee (RAC). I was charged by the Secretary, m o n g  other things, to develop an 
action pian to reilewr the agency and to focus 011 the regulatio~ls for the safe development 
of rDNA drugs, biologics and diagnostic reagents. During my tenure the number of 
approved products in the field increased from 4 to over 10,000 and the national and 
internatio~lal &widelines for the safe use of these products w-ere developed and 
implemented by staff within the FDA. 

I Now, as noted in a speech by former Commissioner McClella~l at Harvard, the 
field of genomics is likely to impact hods  in a similar fashion to the eighties when the 
influence of rDNP. oil biologics: drugs atid diagnostics introduced ilew regdlatory 
scientific and safety consideratioils. X s  this fieid progresses, and the line between foods 
and drligs beconies blurred, there wili be a need for carefui regulatory delineation. These 
advances in technology icquire that both the Commissioner and the s tag  of FDA be 
scientifically competent. Thus, an enviroilinent to scieiltific inquiry as weii as resources 
is essential. Sound repiation in new and expanding fields is built on a foundation of 
sound science. 

3. Scientific Expertise: There has been a major erosion of the scientific expertise within 
the FDA. Research in the Center for Biologic Evaluation and Research has been 
eviscerated through the recent reorganization and is aimost non-existent in the Center for 
Drug Evaluatioli and Research. To maintain the expertise necessary for expeditious but 
highly competent decisions on new breakthrough products, and to have the proper 
knowledge to evaluate potential safety problems in foods, biologics, drugs and animal 
biologies and drugs as well as the knowledge to evaluate new devices, it is essential to 
have a well trained scientific staff that is given the time to not only maintain scientific 
expertise but to pursue career development iii their chosen field of science. It is also 
necessary for these scientists to be able to express their opinions freeiy but to appreciate 
that when a decision arrived at through careful scientiiic investigation and consensus is 
reached, that Agency policy wiii be irnplcmented. Therefore, recrititrnent w d  retention 

On July 1. 2003 former Commissioner McClelian noted 'it's quiie possible that, within ihe next 
decade or two. genomies wili not only provide many valuable insights into the development of 
highly effective, individualized medical treatments; ii may also give us the knowledge we need to 
understand which foods may be particularly risky or beneficial far particular persons, so that vie 
can make specific. individualized adjustments in our diets to prevent some serious diseases. 
-, 

I nere is a smaii bui growing field caiied "nutrigenomics" inat is seeking ro combine the increasmg 
insiahts w f r m  genornics to our understanding of how dietar:; choices affect s u r  health." 



of outstanding scientists must be redressed through staff expaxision and provision of time 
for professional developineilt includii~g, as appropriate; laboratory research. This applies 
not only to drugs and biologics but to all aspects of foods as well. The ge~iomic and 
proteoxnic revolution as well as regenerative cellular therapies and devices that will 
reduce the burden of discase require a highly skilled staff in ordcr to reach sound 
regulatory decisions. 

4. Evaluation process: There is a substax~tia! problem in the bio!ogic and dntg evaluation 
process. The certainty and predictability of the process iieeds to be improved. There 
have bee11 layers upon layers of Congressional mandates and i2dministration-led 
regulatioils that have grown like onion rings with each new adrninistratic>n. Not oilly 
should the cost of medicines be reduced through competitive processes (such as the 
generic drug initiative) but the cost of developmelit needs to be reassessed through a 
compreheiisive overhaul of the product review process, including the phase 4 process. 
An unpredictable regulatory process complicated by high staff turnover inevitably leads 
to a greater cost of the development of new therapies and stifles innovation of new drugs 
and biologics. I already detect a shift in the market place of investments to favor devices 
over drugs a11d an emphasis on later stage investments to reduce the uncertainty in return 
on investme~~t. The erosion of innovation md entrepreneurial leadership in the United 
States needs to be stopped ii~rough a compressive revie* of the process for p1.cidui.t 
review. The last comprehensive of the drug evaiuation occurred during my tenure over 
20 years ago (the IND and NDA re-writes). Furthermore, although 1 suggested the 
impiemei~tcatioii of user k e s  while 1 was Coininissioner and Senasor Hatch inrroduced the 
first Gser fee bill, the implementation of user fees has resulted in a substantial reduction 
in other areas of the agency's budget. it is important to remember that the user fees were 
initiated out of desperation. It is proposed that Congess carefully weigh the proportion 
of fuuds allotted to user fees and appropriated hnds. 

5. Safctv of Drugs and Biologics: The evaluation of safety of drugs and biologics has 
been reduced by the strict provisions of the user fee legislation (Prescription Drug User 
Fee Act: PDUFA) and reductions of the core sections of the agency budget. While 1 
strongly favor appropriate levels of funding of FDA's budget to develop a well financed 
and properly staffed office for drug and biologic safety within FDA, current financial 
constraints within FDA due to budgetary imbaiances between appropriated and PDUFA 
funds led to a compromise of the drug safety program and precluded a comprehensive 
analysis of drug safety. The history of the FDA demonstrates that inajor legislation 
follows crises within the FDA regulated products. The initial revision in 1938 was due to 
the use of ethylene glycol as a solvent h r  Elixir Sulfanilamide resulting in the death of 
107 people and the Kefa~~ver-Hanis Drug .4ct of 1962, which required that new dmgs 
must be sho~vn to be both safe and effective follolved the thalidon~ide crisis. Rather than 
waiting i'or each new crisis: such as the cLIrrent prohiern stemming from the Vioxx recall, 
there must there be a comprehensive ana1:;sis of drag safety. For example, it is difficult 
to obtain a compreheilsive analysis of safety of new drdgs due lo infrequent events based 
on the study a few thousand patients in phase 3. Yet, it is inappropriate to study tens of 
~~oiis.ids of dui:.~i. ,,i, x6-a srci&;es, as it \+rou:d ul;necessa~~y prc,long :Ilf: 
evaha:ion 1; must bc c,xphasizcd :ht drdg3 min$ ti-l-.,:?... vblba - i?rbs,n: ..... a 



risk-benefit equation as no new chemical or biological drug is absolutely safe, 
Therefore, comprehensive safety analysis should be perfonned through active post- 
market surveillance. Ideally these studies can be financed by appropriated hnds. I favor 
this approach. If Congress deems that such monies are not available within the 
appropriation budget, there may be another mechanism of ensuring drug and biologic 
safety through privatization of the process but under FDA oversight. For example, a fee 
of $0.05 per script could be collected and pooled to be used to evaluate the safety of 
marketed drugs and biologics. FDA would have the responsibility of selecting the 
products for review annually. based on a risk-belietit assessment followi~ig the NDA 
approval ad establishing the review process, but the analysis could be undertaken by the 
appropriate private sector organization. While i personaliy strongly favor an 
appropriated process and a staffing of the effort within FDA, as it spreads the burden 
more equitably and retains complete oversight functions within the FDA, the need for a 
comprehensive safety program is of sufficient magnitude that we must, as a nation, find a 
solution. 

6 .  Appropriations and Oversight: Examination of the appropriations process reveals a 
major a~iomaly. The Agency charged with the protection of the drug and biologic supply 
of our citizens, the security of the blood supply and the tissue and cellular products and 
the complex devices that are implanted in our body like pacemakers and artificial joints is 
funded through the Agriculture Committee. I: is essential that we have a sound national 
agricultural appropriations process, but I submit that funciiiig a medically based 
replatory agency through a committee that primarily funds agricdture is as silly as 
funding the defense budget through a Labor and 1-iealth Committee. Congress car, readily 
abolish this anomaly if it has the will! I strongly recommend that Congress undertake 
this politically courageous action. At the same time Congress should, in my opinion: re- 
examine the overiapping committee structure that has oversight of FDA iiinctio~is and 
consolidate thcrn into fewer committees. 

7. Inter-agencv coordination: The public health inter-agency coordination is effete and 
ineffectual. In the 1990's the role of the office of the Assistant Secretary of Heaith ill 
coordinating public health policy was markediy reduced. Instead of bi-weekly meetings 
of the public health agency heads led by a medically qualified Assistmt Secretary who 
could coordinate the solution of pressing public health problems and de\.elop interactive 
budgets, the coordination is now greatly diminished and primarily occurs at the more 
politicai secretarial level. This results in less ham~onized aid iess expeditious 
developinent of public health policies. i recommend that the responsibility for ensuring 
coordination of  he public health agencies he re-examined. 

8. Inspection: 'The FDA's inspection personnel and regional laboratories are iiiadequate 
to ensure that :he sane  hi& standard in quaiity applies to both domestic and irnponed 
products sold to the America11 pub!ic. In my- opinion, there are substantial inequities 
between the regulation of domestic indusrry~ and ihz foreign industries.. ~ e c e t s e  the 
level of inspections of imported products is so low, it is better hr the importers 10 have 



goods seized as the cost of doing business, rather than to comply with FDA standards. A 
comprehensive needs arlaiysis for ensuring a level playing field needs to be undertaken. 

9. Unfunded 9landates: New Con&~essioilally mandated prograins are frequently 
mandated without resources for adcquate implementation-insteati, they nccd to be 
adeyuateiy resourced. While I was Cominissioner there were mandates for 22 new 
activities without accompanying appropi-iations. if the program cannot be funded, the 
agency should not receive the additional responsibility. Conpress is currently cansidering 
generic versions of biological drugs (eallcd follow-on biologics). The estab!ishmeist of 
such a major new progam requires care and adequate resources For example, I can 
attest to the difficulty the agency faced in the initial implementation of the Hatch 
Waxman Act for the expeditious evaluation of generic drug products. Because the 
financial rewards for industry were so great, there were major problems in the 
developmetlt of procedures within FDA, inadequate resources available for crafting the 
reguiations, and difficulties in the implementation of the initial ANDA review processes. 
Similarly, there were substantial budgetary needs for adequate enforcement of procedures 
for approval of products developed by industry during the initial implementatio~l of the 
act. The agency was in uncharted waters. Nevertheless, with time and agency 
experience. this legisiatioll was successful although some questions about bioequivalency 
and safety persist. Now, almost 50% of the prescriptions are for generic drugs. Great 
care will be required to craft the legislation and rebwlations for follow-on biologics if they 
are deemed appropriate. Particular attention will be needed to ensure that the agency has 
sufficient qualified scientific personnel and the required resources to ensure safe and 
effective follow on biologics. These compounds are proteins with more complex 
structures and substituents. The task establishment of siiniiarity is very difficult. 

Conclusion: Eased on my career of 12 years in DHWS serving as Comtnissioner of FDA, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Heaith, Science and Environment and Director of the 
Office of Emergency Preparedness, I can attest to the dedication and expertise of most of 
the employees within what used to be a11 integrated Public Health Service. We need to 
give these professionals the tools, continuing education and a constant stream of new 
professionals which are the life blood of the FDA. Before the posturing of election 
politics gets into full swing, it is time to lay the foundation of a revitalized FDA in a 
bipartisan fashion. I am pleased to see this committee address such a task. 

I hope these observations and recommendations will assist you as you focus on 
the revitalizatiois of FDA, an agency that is so essential to the protection and 
enhancement of health in our nation. I strongly recommend that you carefully evaluate 
the budgetary proposals of the FDA Ailiance and the Coalition for a Stronger FDA that 
recommended resources to support these initiatives. 

Thank you for your artenbon. i shail be pleased to respond to your questions 


